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NETCETERA
3DS ACQUIRING
PRODUCTS

Process transactions with 3-D Secure protocols
and PSD2 SCA exemptions
Reduce risk for non-authenticated transactions, associated refunds and lost revenue, and improve
cardholders’ experience during online shopping.
Merchants, payment service providers, and acquirers benefit from Netcetera’s longstanding experience and expertise in the payment
industry and in processing online payments with 3-D Secure. The Netcetera Acquiring products are built on the latest technologies
and flexible for further development and continuous enhancement. Technical support, webinars, comprehensive technical
documentation and team commitment to new trends in the payment industry facilitate integration and operation.

Our product portfolio complies with all major schemes’ programs:

Netcetera 3DS Acquiring products certified with the latest EMV®
3DS protocol version enable smooth transactions
Netcetera 3DS Server to
process EMV® 3DS 2.2 and
3DS 1.0 online transactions

Netcetera 3DS SDK for in-app
payments based on EMV®
3DS 2.2 standard

Host the 3DS Server on premise in your own environment
or integrate with our payment platform – 3DS Server
software as a service.

For Android and iOS platforms

Collects device information (configurable) and performs
device security checks.

3DS Server SaaS is PCI DSS, PCI 3DS and EMV
scheme-certified solution and does not require efforts on
your side for certification.
®

Full support of EMV® 3DS frictionless and challenge flow.
3DS Server on premise enables full control over the software
and system architecture. Developed in compliance with PCI
and schemes simplifies your certification efforts.

Handles challenge flows, properly populating the challenge
screens coming from the ACS.

3DS Server supports configuration of multiple acquirers,
merchants, and PSPs
Supports HTML and native UI for challenge screens:
Native UI for consistent look
and feel as the merchant app
with the authentication content
provided by the issuer (ACS).

Admin UI for data configuration, transaction search, and
user access management.

HTML UI for issuer (ACS)
consistent experience across
consumer devices with
issuer-specific design elements.

Netcetera Demo Merchant (NDM) simulator – test
application with simulated merchant shop directory server
and ACS for integration testing.

Netcetera Demo Merchant (NDM) app for demonstration of SDK
integration in merchant’s native shopping app

Free demo license for 30 days 3DS Server trial.

Free demo license for 30 days 3DS SDK trial.

Balance transaction security and economic interest based on risk
assessment data and SCA exemptions processing logic
Enable the most secure online payments with Netcetera 3DS Acquiring products
Take advantage of the SCA available exemptions with the eCom Exemption Advisor

Netcetera eCom Exemption Advisor for processing
transactions with risk based exemptions:
-PSD2 exemptions (TRA, LVP, recurring exemption)
-one leg exemption
-risk score for delegated authentication
Flexible and scalable solution designed to support
various exemptions

1

Carry out risk scoring on every transaction
and check for exemptions.

2

Either directly go to authorization or trigger
a 3DS call via 3DS server.

3

Feed the authorization results back to the
exemption tool to let it learn for the future.
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